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In this paper, using the representation theorem of Moisil (see [2]) the autho: introduces and 
examines the conc’ept of representability of Lukasiewic :! algebras. The results and notations 
used are from Cl]. [Z]. 

Let 0 be the order type of a chain J with a first element 0 and a last element 1. 

Definition 1. (a) A distributive lattice L with a first and last element is called a 
O-valued Lukasiewicz algebra (0.v.L.a.) if two families of maps 

are given which satisfy the following conditions: 

(1) VK,Y~L VCXQ ~a(Xny)=~U(x)n~,IY), 
(2) vx, YEL. VCWEJ, cp,(x u y) = cp,,(x) u iF,(yj7 
(3’) va E J, i&(O) = 0, cp,( 1) = 1, 
(4) VXEL, Vad, cp,(x)n~,(x)=O, cp,(xjU&(xj= 1, 
(5) Va, @ f: J, Q! 6 /3, Vx E L, q@(x) s cp,(xj. 

(6) ‘tl% p E 4 (Fa “‘9f.j = ‘pp, 
(7) if Var E J, q,(x) = tp, (y), then x = y. 

(b) If L and L’ are B.v.L.a., a map f : L -+ L’ is called homomorphism if: 

VXJ~. f(xnyk-f(xjnf(y). f(xuyj= f(xjuf;y), 

f(0) = 0 f(l)= 1, 

VXEL,‘V& f(q,Jx))=(Fh(fM). 

(c) If L is a B.v.L.a., then the set C(L) == (x E L 1 p,(x) = x, Va E J} is called th 2 
centre of L (C(L) is a Boolean algebra, see [2]). 

(d) If B is a Boolean algebra, then the set n>(B) = {f : J + B 1 V;la, /3 E J, cy s 6;. 
f@)sf(c~)} is a 6.v.L.a.. if [q,(f)](~) =f(a!) and [&(f)](~) =f(a). For every 13 
there exists a natural isomorphism of Eqolean algebras B + C@(B)). 

The O-valued Lukasiewicz algebras and these notions were introduced by G-.C. 
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Moisirl in 1968, who pointed out the special role opt’ .?L, in the category of 0.v.L.a: 
in the following representation theorem: 

Theorem 1 (Moisil [2)). For every 0.~. L. a,. L. there eGts a set X and a 
monomorphism of 6. v. L. a.. 

qh: L - (DL*‘lX 

whiccZ is obtaifzed in the following marint?r: for I.~c’ Boolean algebra C(L) there 
exisrs u set X and a Boolean-algebra monomorpl~ism $1 C(L)‘--+ Lf (L:! is the 
two-element Boolean algebra); and there exists tile rnonanorphism of 0.v.L.a. 
F : L + D( C( L j) given by F( x)( ar) = cp, (x). Then qbf i,: gl‘ven by the comosition: 

4 = [L-L D(Cil ))] 0 [D(c(L))=D(sS;:ij O [D(L~)---(DL,)X]. 

2. ‘I’ve representability of Lukasiewicz algebras 

Using Theorem 1 and the role of DL2 in the category of 6.v.L.a. we shall 
introduce new concepts and we give some thcc:rc*lns which will extend some 
known theorems for Boolean algebras. First ‘we int -f.>duce a few defimtions. 

Definition 2. (a) Let in be a cardinal; the 6.v.L.a. 1 r will be called m-complete if 
the lattice L is m-complete. 

(b) A 0.v.L.a. L wili be called m-completely cAi!‘sippiun, if for every family 

(s, !,, , in f.. with card(l)+n, 

U Xi exists C-> VCk E J, U q,(Xi ) exists. 
ib I iel 

0 Xi exists @ ??a E J, n q,(Xi 1 exists. 

I( 1 ic I 

VtXEJ. Y:,( U-Xi)= U$C,(Xi). 
if 1 ir 1 

Lemma 1. (a) lf B is un m-complete Boolean algebra the11 D(B) is art m-corripfete 

0. r.l_.a.. 

(b) If L is an m-completely chrysippian 0.v.L.a.. r hen for ev’ery (PI E J. (Fa is an 
m-untiendomorphism, that is (F,( Uici xi)= ITiEr LS,(Xi) alnd $~(l~i~~ xi) z 
1 J, l <,, (x, ) if U I c I xi, 0 I< , x,. with card(l) G t-n exist i 

. (a) If B is m-complete, then the yet BJ =T ( ? .I’ -+ B} is an m-cornpleie 
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lattice if we define 

for every family (fi)iE1 in B’, with card(I)sm. If fi E D(B) it is easy to prove that 

UiEPfb f7id.h E WC 
(b) For every cy E J we have 

therefore 

= n @J&:. Similarly for the dual condition. 
ieI 

Definition 3. (a) A subalgebra L’ of the 6.v.L.a. L, will be called an m-subalgebm 
of L, if L’ is an m-sublattice of L. 

(b) A homomorphism f : L 3 L’ of 8.v.L.a. will be called m-homornorphisjn. if f 
preserves! the meets and joins of all the families (q)i,r in L, with card(I)sm. 

(c) A (g-ideal a of the 6.v.L.a. L is said to be an m&ideal, if for every family 
(xi)geIq card(I)sm. xi EQ =$ UiFl q ~a (a &ideal Q of L is an ideal of L such that if 
x EQ then ~J,,(x)E a for every a 5 J). 

(d) A subalgebra of the 0.v.L.a. (D&)x, where X is a set, is said to be a 8-ualuecr’ 
Lukasiewicz field on X. An m-subalgebra of (D&)” is said to be an m-8-ualued 
Lukasiewicz fieicl ott X (m-O.v.L.f.). 

D&&ion 4. A 0.v.L.a. L will be called m-representable, if thl=*e exists a set X, an 
m-0.v.L.f. on X, 9~ (DL2)x, un r&deal a of 9 and an m-monomorphism 

Proposition 1. rf L is a 8.u. L. a., m-completely < hrysippiarz, then C’(L ) is an 
m-representable Boolean algebra. 

Proof. Firstly we prove tha; for every 0.v.L.a. L and for every set X there exists a 
natural isomorphkn 

P: c(Lx)---,(c(‘J)x 

defined by: if f~ C(Lx), then P(f): X -+ C(L) is given b-1 P(f)(x) = f(x), which is 
well defined because fE C(LX)G$ q?,(f) = f* [O,if)j(X, = f(x) V.K (5 X = 

q, (f(s)) = fK. th erefore f( x ) E c’(L) for eWXy x E 1X. 
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Using this observation we have the monomorphism G, 

_- G = [C((DL2>x)--+ ( cpL&x] O [( C( 11 r-Q) ,x --3 LF]; 

if 9 E (Z&)” is an nt4.v.L.f. on X, then C(S) c: (.I((ZIZ_.,)x) and G(C(4)) L: LF is 
an m-field of subsets on X. 

We now show that there exists an isomorphisrr 

I-g: C(S/a) 4 C@)/a f7 C(9). 

kt [ALE C(S/a), tha! is cp,[xl, = [IC]~ for every (Y E .?, or [q&c&=: [J& where 

&#E C(9) and q,(.x) ~5 x(a). We define H([xl: = [~Jx)L~~~(~) and we show 
that the definition is correct; it suffices to show rhe implication: if y, y’c C(S), 
[yl, = [y’L, then [ylanccs, = [~‘l,~~~~,. If [y3, = [y :I then there exists 2 Ea such 
that y LJ z = y’U z, therefore cp,(y U z) = cp,(y’ W z I, m y U cp,(r) = y”J q.&); but 

c~,(r) E a R CW and finally [YL,-,~~~, = Iy’Lnc(al,. The map I-p is injective because 

f-f is surjective because for [ylancrs:, uith y E C(S) qbve have H([yL) = [YL,-,~(~). H 
is a homomorphism of iattices with 0 and I ; fir~all~~ H is an isomoq>hism of 

Boolean algebras. 
Now consider the map 

q, = [C(L)- C(S/a)z C(.?F)/afl Ca :3) --, G(C(S)/G(an C(S)] 

where q 1 C(L) is an m-monomorphism. ;and cot:squCntly 

tp 1 : C(L) - G(C(S),VG(a n C(9)) 

is an m-monomorphkm, where G(C(9)i z LF is A boolean m-field on X and 
G (a n C(S)) is an m-ideal of G( C( S) 1, thus the boolean algebra C(L) is m- 
representable. 

Refrmaiks. (1) In the proof we have used the fact llaf: an C(9) is an m-ideal of 
Boolea)? alg&ra C(S); in fact, if dui E a (7 C(F), Vi E ?. card(Z) +n, then i_J i,zz 4 E a 
and cjlclxi E C(S) because qa(Uis-Xi)= UiEr~,,!( ri)‘= Uiez.xi* 

(3 v Y*Y’ (2 cw* rYl.riccst = rY’Lncw, then [ y],, -= [:y’L, Let be x EE [y L, there 
exists a E a such that x \J a = y U a, and there exitists (: E Q f7 C(S) such that y U c = 

y’ i J c; thus x U a U c = y U a \J c = y’ U a U c, wht:rc a 1.J c EC, therefore x E [y’L. 

Propositior? 2. If Ihe 8,11.L.a. L is m-completely.& 1 sippia:n, card J s M a~! C.‘(L) 
is m-representable, then L is m- representable. 
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Now we consider the map 

G : Dcq)la~ - D(S&) 

defined by G(Cf30,) : J --, 3$/a is G(tf3,,j(tt) = [fca)j, for every cy E J (the definition 
is correct because from f = g(mod aI) it follows th:ht f(a) = g(a)(mod a) for #every 
cy E J). 

The map G is injective; if G(lfl,,) = G([g]J then [f(~~>l= [g(a>L for t:veq 

a E J. or for every Q E J there exists t, E u suc\~ that jP(cu) \J t, = g(a) :J t,; if 

t& =: U haaaar tA, then t; E a for every cu E J {using thf: assumption card(J) s m). We 

conclude that fi_J tf = g if tr, ,where t’(a) = t: anti t’~a~, or f = g(mod aI), or 

[fla, = l-& 
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The map G is surjective; let he f, E D(5& jN d, or fl : J --8a &/a decreasing and we 
shall show that there exists f : J -+ %I ,cle: P-easing such that G(IfL,) = fr, or 

[~(cx 11, = f, ((‘rl) for every (x E J. Since ,‘,(cy 1 E 3, la, there exists f, E 9, such that 
f,(a)=Cf& We define f:J-+& by f(cx) == &JA~9, and we have 

The map G ii an homomorphism of 8.C.a.: 

G(Ifl,,U[g~,=G(rfUg~,)(a)=Ij(f~.Jg!i-;i, 

= Ifcd U g(aji - [f(al) ICJ [gb)L 

= G([fl,,Nd U Wil,., )(a,) 
= (G([fL,)UG([g]a )t (2:). 

Similarly for “I-?. 

G(qs([flJ)~‘Y) = G(l&Jf)I‘J(~) == 1 (~FJN~I, = Efc@l, = (~~pW_fl,J)b) 

Finally G is an isomorphisnt of 0.v.L.a.. 

G : 0(4,)/a, - 0(26/a). 

Consider now the composite: 

thus q, is an m-monomorphism q I : L -+ I;l(S,)/la,, al i5 an m-ideal on D(&). 
D@,)c D(Lp;-s, (DL,)X, and consequedy L is m-representable. 

From Proposit ions 1 :ind 2 we deduce: 

Theorem 1. A 0.u.L.a. L. rrt-cmqdete~y ch rysippiar; with rl2card.I is m- 
represerztable ifl C(L) is un m-representable Bdenn idgehra. 

Corollaq. A 8.u. La L, K,,-compretely &rysip@zn, wit/j K,, z= card .I, is No- 
representable. 

Proof. Follows from the fact that every Boolean algebra is K,-representable 
f Loomis-Sikcgrski theorem) and Theorem . 

Finally. using the representation theoren, s2f Moisil, wz obtain a representation 
theorem. where sr)me infinite meets and joins an: preserved. 

Proposition 3. Let L be u 0. u.L.a., K,,-( OI 1 tpktely cltrysippiarl with card(J) s K,,. 
TIlerI for every given count&e jhily of j0~fz.5 clfd facets i?l L.. 

ui = u Ll,,, j c I, where card(l 1, (sarJ(lj 1 G K,,. 

if I, 

hk = n btk. k E T. where cardl T‘r). card(‘T+K,, 
II 7; 



Proof. AS L is &completely chrysippian, we have 

This family is countable because card(J) <No; using a theorem of Sikorski (see [S]) 
for Boolean algebras there exists a convenable set X and a Boolean 
monomorphism 

such that + preserves the joins and meets from f )I:), (* ~1: ). Let us denote by 

d, : L -+ (DL,)x 

the morph-tism defined by +(a)(.x)(cw) = 1 if! &q.Ja))~~x) = 1, we obtain a 
monomorphism of 0.v.L.a. (see [2f) and we shall1 shc%w that preserves the given 
joins and meets in L. We have: 

(rb(~)(x)(a) = l H +( U Uij)(X)(O!) = 1 
iEIi 

: 1, 

) = UiGI, <b(%,). The proof for meets 
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